49 Days
by Agnes Lee
49 Days. In Buddhist tradition, a person must travel for forty-nine days after they die, before they can fully cross over. Here in this book, readers travel with one Korean American girl, Kit, on her journey, while also spending time with her family and friends left behind.

The Jump
by Brittney Morris
The stress of an oil refinery being built in their backyard, threatening their families' livelihood, prompts four working-class teens to join a dangerous scavenger hunt where the reward of power could change their families' fates and save the city they love so much.

Suddenly a Murder
by Lauren Munoz
To celebrate the end of high school, Izzy Morales joins her ride-or-die Kassidy and five friends on a 1920s-themed getaway at the glamorous Ashwood Manor. There, Izzy and her friends party in vintage dresses and expensive diamonds-until Kassidy's boyfriend turns up dead.

All That It Ever Meant
by Blessing Musariri
Mati's family is reeling from the death of Mati's mother. Baba uproots the family from their home in England for an extended camping holiday in their native Zimbabwe. Along for the trip is Meticais, a fabulously attired gender-neutral spirit-or ghost? or imaginary friend?-who only Mati can see and converse with

Four For the Road
by K.J. Reilly
When seventeen-year-old Asher embarks on a road trip from New Jersey to Graceland to get revenge on the drunk driver who killed his mom, he brings along three new friends from his bereavement groups

The Half Orphan's Handbook
by Joan Smith
When sixteen-year-old Lila's mother sends her to a summer-long grief camp, following the suicide of Lila's father, potential new friends and a new crush threaten to drag her back into life, but facing the truth about her family will be the hardest part of moving on.

Give Me A Sign
by Anna Sortino
Seventeen-year-old Lilah, who wears hearing aids, returns to a summer camp for the Deaf and Blind as a counselor, eager to improve her ASL and find her place in the community, but she did not expect to also find romance along the way.

Sunkissed
by Kasie West
Betrayed by her best friend and dragged off to a remote family camp, seventeen-year-old Avery's dreams of a perfect summer seem over until a whirlwind romance leads to an unexpected journey of self-discovery.

Boys of the Beast
by Monica Zepeda
Three teenage boy cousins on a road trip through California and the Southwest come to terms with truths about their families and themselves.
Plan A
by Deb Caletti
Sixteen-year-old Ivy's road trip across the country to get an abortion becomes a transformative journey of vulnerability, strength, and above all, choice.

Jumper
by Melanie Crowder
Blair Scott is in her second season as a wildland firefighter when the Forest Service puts out a call for an additional class of smokejumpers. She and her best friend Jason both apply, though neither expects to get in since they're only nineteen. But it's been a devastating fire season, and they are both accepted.

Melt With You
by Jennifer Dugan
Two teen girls, former best friends and one-time lovers, go on a summer road trip in an ice cream truck.

The Last Girls Standing
by Jennifer Dugan
As the only two survivors of a summer camp massacre, Sloan and her girlfriend Cherry form a seemingly unbreakable bond, but as Sloan discovers more about the attack she begins to suspect Cherry may be more than just a survivor.

Hills of Estrella Roja
by Ashley Robin Franklin
As two girls grow closer not only to each other, but to uncovering the dark legacy that the town was built on, they discover that something hungry lurks beneath the strange stars and that in the hills of Estrella Roja.

Dead Girls Can't Tell Secrets
Chelsea Ichaso
Piper was in a hiking accident and has been in a coma ever since. Her older sister, Savannah, finds a note in Piper's locker inviting Piper to a meeting of their school's wilderness club. To discover the truth, Savannah joins the club on their weekend-long camping trip on the same mountain where her sister fell.

Everyone Hates Kelsie Miller
by Meredith Ireland
Kelsie and Eric, rivals for valedictorian, team up to go on an overnight road trip to the University of Pennsylvania to win back their exes.

Five Survive
by Holly Jackson
Red Kenny is on a road trip for spring break with five friends: Her best friend - the older brother - his perfect girlfriend - a secret crush - a classmate - and a killer. When their RV breaks down in the middle of nowhere with no cell service, they soon realize this is no accident.

The Box in the Woods
by Maureen Johnson
Stevie Bell managed to solve the mystery at Ellingham Academy. Then she gets a message from the owner of Sunny Pines, the site of the infamous "Box in the Woods" murders. Going undercover as a camp counselor, Stevie learns that something evil still lurks at the camp-- and is willing to make room for more victims.

Kisses and Croissants
by Anne-Sophie Jouhanneau
Sixteen-year-old Mia travels to Paris to attend an elite ballerina program, and along the way meets a cute French boy, finds an unexpected rival, and discovers the truth behind a family legend.

Long Story Short
by Serena Kaylor
A sixteen-year-old homeschooled math genius finds herself out of her element at a theater summer camp and learns that life--and love--can't be lived by the (text)book.

Unnecessary Drama
by Nina Kenwood
Eighteen-year-old Brooke is the responsible one who always follows the rules--and she plans to keep it that way during her first year of college. Which means no fights, tension, or romance between roommates. When one of them turns out to be Jesse, her high-school nemesis, Brooke is determined she can handle it.